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Let's review some terms discussed in Chapter 2 that we'll now use to introduce costing
systems:

Cost object-anything for which a measurement of costs is desired; an example is a
product, such as an iMac computer, or a service, such as the cost of repairing an iJ\ttac

computer.

BUILDING-BLOCK CONCEPTS OF COSTING SYSTEMS

To begin to explore the details of costing systems, you will find it helpful to keep these
four points in mind.

1. Tliecost-benefil approacli we disClI55ed in Cliapter 1 (p. 13) is e55emial in designing and
clioosing costing sYSlenls. The costs of a complex costing system, including the costs of edu-
cating managers and other personnel to use it, can be high. Managers should install a
more complex system only if they believe that its additional benefits-such as making
better informed decisions-will outweigh the additional costs.
2. Cosling sYSlenlS sliould be tailored co tlie underlying opera liD",; tlie opefll/ion5 5liould nol be

tailored to fil tlie cosling sY51e1l15.Any significant change in operations is likely to justify a
corresponding change in the costing system. Designing the best system begins with a
study of how operations are conducted and then determining from that study what infor-
mation to gather and report.
3. Costing systems aCCllHlulllle costs (0 faci/ileuc decisions. Because it's not alvvayspossible

to foresee specific decisions that might be necessary. costing systems are designed to fulfill
several general needs of managers. In this chapter, we will focus on decisions regarding
product costing. Therefore, \<\'epay most attention to the part of the costing system that
aims to report cost numbers that indicate the manner in which particular cost objects-
such as products or services-use the resources of an organization. Managers use
product-costing information to make decisions and strategy, and for planning and con-
trol, cost management, and inventory valuation.
4. Costing syslems are only 0I1e source of infomwtiorl for II1mwgers. \"'hen making deci-

sions, managers combine information on costs with other noncost information, such as
personal observation of operations, and nonfinancial performance measures, such as
setup times, absentee rates, and number of customer complaints.

m ow much does it cost DaimlerChrysler to manufacture a PT Cruiser? How much does it
_ cost PriceWaterhouseCoopers to tabulate the results of Academy Award voting? How

much does it cost Wal-Mart to sell different products from its Web site? How much does it cost
Dell Computer to assemble and sell its newest laptop computer model? Managers ask such
questions for many purposes, including developing strategies, making pricing and cost-
management decisions, and meeting external-reporting requirements. Each of these questions
relate to a "joh:' with specific costs associated with completing the work to do that
specific job.

Dell produces many models and types of computers, ranging from the least expensive of
the Inspiron laptop line to the most expensive of the Dimension desktop series; but not without
first receiving customer orders specifying the features each customer wants. Each computer
consists of specified hardware components, such as circuit boards, processing and memory
chips, and secondary storage devices, that will fulfill a customer's specified features. Each
hardware item has a cost attached to it. There are also wages paid to the workers who assem-
ble each computer. These hardware and labor costs are considered direct costs related to the
job of assembling a specific computer to meet a customer's order. There are also indirect costs,
such as heat and lighting costs of the manufacturing facility. Dell considers each computer
order as a separate job, and tracks the costs of each order. This accounting helps Dell man-
agers answer questions related to current-period profitability, as well as to devise future
strategic directions.

Each company's costing system
needs to be designed to supply
managers with information for
running the business. The com-
pany's strategy and processes
guide accountants in designing
the costing system. The costing
system should never dictate the
choice of strategy or processes.

t 1. 0 nc.'l,,0
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Cost Assignment

Direct Cost Tracing

Costs

These two cost objects ldepart-
ments and products) illustrate
two purposes of management
accounting: providing informa-
tion for (1) planning and control
and (2) determining the cost of
products. To illustrate, when
manufacturing custom furniture,
the cost of lumber and workers'
wages are assigned to (1) the
Production Department for con-
trol and performance evaluation
{for example, did workers cut
lumber and assemble furniture
efficiently?} and (21 the finished
pieces of furniture for inventory
valuation. Estimating the cost of
a piece of furniture before man-
ufacturing occurs often is the
basis of the oricino der.ision.

Cost
Object

Cost Allocation
Indirect
Costs

We need to introduce and explain two more terms to discuss costing systems:

Cost pool. A cost pool is a grouping of individual cost items. Cost pools can range
from broad, such as all costs of the manufacturing plant, to narrow, such as the costs
of operating metal-culting machines.
Cost-allocation base. Ilow should a company allocate costs to operate metal-cutting
machines collected in a single cost pool among different products? One way would
be to allocate the costs on the basis of the number of machine-hours used to produce
the different products. The cost-allocation base (in our example, the number of
machine~hours) is a factor that links in a systematic wayan indirect cost or group of
indirect costs (in our example, operating costs of all metal-cutting machines) to a cost
object (in our example, different products). Companies often use the cost driver of
indirect costs (number of machine-hours) as the cost-allocation base because of the
cause-and-effect link between changes in the level of the cost driver and changes in
indirect costs. A cost-allocation base can be either financial (such as direct labor
costs) or nonfinancial (such as the number of machine-hours). When the cost
object is a job, product, or customer, the cost-allocation base is also called a cost-
application base.

The concepts represented by these five terms constitute the building blocks that we will
use to design the costing systems described in this chapter.

• Directcosts of a cost object-costs related to a particular cost object that can be traced to
that cost object in an economically feasible (cost-effective) way .

• Indirect costs of a cost object-costs related to a particular cost object that cannot be
traced to that cost object in an economically feasible (cost-effective) way. Indirect
costs are allocated to the cost object using a cost-allocation method.

Costassignment is a general term for assigning costs, \vhether direct or indirect, to a cost
object.Cost tracing is a specific term for assigning direct costs; cost allocation specifically
refers to assigning indirect costs. The relationship among these three concepts can be
graphically represented as

TwoMajor Cost Objects: Products and Departments
Costs are recorded in an accounting system to help managers make decisions. Cost
objects are chosen to help make those decisions. One major cost object of an accounting
system is products. Another major cost object is responsibility centers, which are parts,
segments, or subunits of an organization whose managers are accountable for specified
activities. Examples of responsibility centers are departments, groups of departments,
divisions, or geographic territories.

The most common responsibility center is a department. Identifying department
costs helps managers control the costs for which they are responsible. It also enables
senior managers to evaluate the performance of their subordinates and the performance
of subunits as economic investments. In manufacturing companies, the costs of the
Manufacturing DeDartment include all costs of materials, manufacturing labor, supervi-



the Manufacturing Department. The reason is these costs are difficult to trace in an eco-
nomically feasible way to individual jobs within the Manufacturing Department, but they pro.
are easily identified with and traced to the department itself. cost

of I'
calc

JOB-COSTING AND PROCESS-COSTING SYSTEMS cost

Two basic types of costing systems are used to assign costs to products or services:

Job-costing system. In this system. the cost object is a unit or multiple units of a
distinct product or service called a job. The product or service is often a single unit,
such as a specialized machine made at Ilitachi, a construction project managed by
Bechtel Corporation, a repair job done at an Audi Service Center, or an advertising
campaign produced by Saatchi and Saatchi. Each special machine made by Hitachi is
unique and distinct. An advertising campaign for one client at Saatchi and Saatchi dif-
fers greatly from advertising campaigns for other clients. Job costing is also used to
cost multiple units of a distinct product, such as the costs incurred by Raytheon
Corporation to manufacture multiple units of the Patriot missile for the U.S.
Department of Defense. Because the products and services are distinct job-costing
systems accumulate costs separately for each product or service.
Process-costing system. In this system, the cost object is masses of identical or
similar units of a product or service. For example, Citibank provides the same service
to all its customers \'\'hen processing customer deposits. Intel provides the same
product (say, a Pentium 4 chip) to each of its customers. Customers of General
Chemicals all receive the same product (say, soda ash). In each period, process-cost-
ing systems divide the total costs of producing an identical or similar product or
service by the total number of units produced to obtain a per-unit cost. This per-
unit cost is the average unit cost that applies to each of the identical or similar units
produced.

Exhibit 4-1 presents examples of job costing and process costing in the service, mer-
chandising, and manufacturing sectors.

These t\'\'o types of costing systems are best considered as opposite ends of a cantin·
uum; in bet\\'een, one type of system can blur into the other to some degree.

[Ob,cosling
system

Distinct units of
a product or service

Process-costing
system

Masses of identical
or similar units of

a product or service

EXHIBIT 4-1 Examples of Job Costing and Process Costing in the Service, Merchandising, and
Manufacturing Sectors

Job
Costing

Used

Process
Costing
Used
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Service Sector

• Auditing engagements
• Consulting-firm engagements
• Advertising·agency campaigns
• Law cases
• Auto-repair shops

• Bank·check clearing
• Postal delivery

Istandard itemsJ

Merchandising Sector

• Sending special-order items by mail order
• Special promotion of new store products

• Grain dealer
• Lumber dealer

Manufacturing Sector

• Aircraft assembly
• House construction

Oilrefining
• Beverage production



Many companies have costing systems that are neither pure job costing nor pure
processcosting but have elements of both. For example, Kellogg Corporation uses job
costingto calculate the total cost to manufacture each of its different and distinct types
of products-such as Cornflakes, Crispix, and Froor Loops-but process costing to
calculatethe per-unit cost of each box of Cornflakes, say. In this chapter, we focus on job-
costingsystems. Chapters 17 and 18 discuss process-costing systems.

JOB COSTING IN MANUFACTURING

Weillustrate job costing using the Robinson Company, which operates at capacity to
manufactureand install specialized machinery for the paper-making industry at its Green
Bay,Wisconsin, plant. In its job-costing system, Robinson accumulates costs incurred on
a job (the manufacture and installation of each machine) in different parts of the value
chain - for example, manufacturing, marketing, and customer service. To start, \'\le focus
on Robinson's manufacturing and installation functions. To make a machine, Robinson
purchases some of the components from outside suppliers and makes others itself.
Each of Robinson's jobs has a service element: installing a machine at a customer's
site, integrating it with the customer's other machines and processes, and ensuring it
works as the customer expects. OUf example spans both manufacturing operations and
service operations.

The specific job we will focus on is the manufacture and installation of a small pulp
machine,which converts wood to pulp, for Western Pulp and Paper Company in 2003.
Basedon a cost estimate, Robinson prices the job at $15,000. Knowledge about its own
costshelps Robinson select a price that will make a profit, as well as make informed esti-
matesof the costs offuture jobs.

Consider Robinson's aClUal costing system, a job-costing system that uses aClUal costs to
determinethe cost of individual jobs. Actual costing is a costing method that traces direct
coststo a cost object by using the actual direct-cost rates times the actual quantity of the
direct-cost inputs. It allocates indirect costs based on the actual indirect-cost rates times
theactual quantity of the cost-allocation bases. The next section describes the calculation
ofdirect-and indirect-cost rates and actual costs.

General Approach to Job Costing
Thereare seven steps to assigning costs to an individual job. This seven-step procedure
appliesequally to assigning costs to a job in the manufacturing, merchandising, and ser-
vice sedors.

Step 1: Identify the Job That Is the Chosen Cost Object. The cost object in the
Robinson Company example is lob Number WPP 298, manufacturing a pulp
machine for the Western Pulp and Paper Company in 2003.

Step 2: Identify the Direct Costs of the Job. Robinson identifies two direct-manufac-
turing cost categories: direct materials and direct manufacturing labor. Direct
materials costs for the WPP 298 job are $4,606; direct manufacturing labor
costs are $1,579. Direct materials costs are calculated by multiplying the quan-
tity of each material used for the WPP 298 job by its unit cost (the direct-cost
rate) and adding together the costs of all the materials. Similarly, direct manu-
facturing labor costs are calculated by multiplying the hours worked by each
employee on the WPP 298 job by his or her wage rate and adding these costs
together.

Step 3: Select the Cost-Allocation Bases to Use for Allocating Indirect Costs to the
lob. Indirect manufacturing costs are necessary costs to do a job that cannot be
traced to a specific job. It would be impossible to complete a job without incur-
ring indirect costs such as supervision, manufacturing engineering, utilities, and
repairs. Because these costs cannot be traced to a specific job, they must be allo-
cated to all jobs but not in a blanket way. Different jobs require different quanti-
ties of indirect resources. The objective is to allocate the costs of indirect resources
in a systematic way to their related jobs.

3 Outline the seven-step0 0

approach to lob costing
("~tocompute direct and mdl-
rect costs of 8 lob

JOB COSTING
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Cost-Allocation Bases Used for Manufacturing Overhead
How do companies around the world allocate manufacturing overhead costs to products? The
percentages in the following table indicate how frequently particular cost-allocation bases are
used in costing systems in five countries. The reported percentages for each country exceed
100%because many companies surveyed use more than one cost-allocation base.

United United
States8 Australiab Irelandc,d Japan' Kingdom'

Direct labor-hours 31% 36% 38% 50% 31%
Direct labor dollars 31 21 13 7 29
Machine-hours 12 19 22 12 27
Direct materials dollars 4 12 7 11 17
Units of production 5 20 28 16 22
Primecosts (%J 1 21 10
Other 17 21

Surveys' indicate that as companies begin to identify activity drivers of manufacturing overhead
costs, such as setup hours and inspection hours, more of the manufacturing overhead costs are
allocated to products using measures other than direct labor-hours and machine-hours.

8Adapted from Cohen and Paquette, "Management Accounting.H

bSlayney and Yokoyama, "Comparative Analysis."

cClarke. "A Survey of.·

dClarke and Brislane, "An Investigation into,"

aT. Groot, "Activity-Based Costing,U

Full citations are given in Appendix A at the end of the book.

Actual indirect-cost flHe =
Actual total costs in indirect-cost pool

Actual tot,,1 quantity of cosl-allocation base
$l.2t5,000

27,000 direct manufacturing labor-hours
= 545 per direct manufacturing labor-hour

Companies often use multiple cost-allocation bases to allocate indirect costs
(see Surveys of Company Practice above). Robinson, hO\\leVer, chooses direct
manufacturing labor-hours as the sole allocation base for linking all indirect
manufacturing costs lO jobs. Why' Because Robinson believes that the number of
dired manufacturing labor-hours is a measure of how individual jobs use all the
manufacturing overhead resources, such as salaries paid to supelVisors, engineers,
production support staff, and quality management staff. There is a strong cause-
and-effect relationship between the direct manufacturing labor-hours required by
an individual job-that's the cause-and the indirecL manufacLuring resources
demanded by that job-that's the effecl. In 2003, Robinson records 27,000
actual direct manufacturing labor-hours.

Identify the Indirect Costs Associated with Each Cost-Allocation Base.
Because Robinson believes that a single cost-allocation base-direct manufac-
turing labor-hours-can be used to allocate indirect manufacturing costs to
products, it creates a single cost pool called ",anllfaell/ring overhead costs. This
pool represents the indirect costs of the Creen Bay Manufacturing Department
that are dimcult to trace directly to individual jobs. In 2003, actual indirect
manufacturing costs lOtal $ 1,215,000.

Compute the Rate per Unit of Each Cost-Allocation Base Used to Allocate
Indirect Costs to the Job. For each cost pool, the indirect-cost rate is calculated
by dividing total overhead costs in the pool (determined in step 4) by the total
quantity of the cost-allocation base (determined in step 3). Robinson calculates
the allocation rate for its single manufacturing overhead cost pool as follows:

Step 5:

Step 4:

CHAPTER 4
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EXhibil 4-2 presents conceplS
that apPear Ihroughoul this
book In a similar format. In this

example, the cosl Object la pulp
machine for Weslern Pulp and
Paper Company) has two direct

COSls Idlrect maleriafs and
direct manufacturing labor) and

i
one

indirect cOSI ImanUfaclur_
ng .overhead) al/ocated On Ihe

IbbaSlsof direct manufacturinga Or·hours.

Direct
Materials

ManUfacturing
OVerhead

$1,215,000

27,000
Direee

ManU(.lCt{ln'og
Labor-HOurs

$45 Per
direer manufaauring

labor-hour

Indirect COSts

Direct Cosrs
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Exhibit 4-3 shows how Robinson's
job-cost record uses information
from materials requisitions and
labortime records.

Total
C'..osts

112

756
•

•

Total
Costs

$ 3960

$ 3960
$HLl4'1

Total
Costs

$ 450
95

Unit
Cosl
$14

63

Hourly
Rate
$18

19

==

Allocatioll-
Base Rate

$45

Western ruIn and Paner
Feb. 28. 2003

Hours
Used
25
5

Quantity
Used

8
12

Allocation-Base
Units Used
88 hours

"': .

LABOR·TlME RECORD

Labor-Time Record No.: LT 232
Employee Name: G. L. Cook Employee No.: 551·87·3076

Employee Classification Code: Grade 3 Machinist
Hourly Rate: $18
Week Start: Feb.32003 WeekEnd: Feb.9 2003

Job. No. I M I T IwlThl F I S ISul Total
WPP298 4 8 3 6 4 0 0 25
JL256 3 0 4 2 3 0 0 12
Maintenance .lJl.lJl.lJlJl --"-Total JlJlJlJlJlJlJl 40

Supervisor: R. Stuart Oaie:Feb~10:Zoo3 - -

PANEL C:

JOB- COS!' RECORD

CUSTOMER:
Date Completed:

Part No.
Mil 468-A
TB 267·F

\~L
Employee

No.
551-87-3076
287-11-4671

Feb.3 2003
Feb.3 2003

2003: 198
Feb.3 2003
Unit Total
Cost Cost

Allocation Base
Direct Manufacturing

Labor-Hours

Date:
Date:

Source Documents at Robinson Company: Job-Cost Record,
Materials-Requisition Record, and labor-Time Record

------
-3

Materials
Requisition No.

2003: 19R

2003: 199

\VPP 198
Feb. 3, 2003

Issued By: B. Clyde
Received By: L. Daley

Materials-ReQuistion Record No.
Job No.: WPP 298 Date:

Part Part
~ DescriDtion Quantitv

Metal
MB 468-A Brackets 8

Date
Dee 3\ 2003

PANEL B:
MATERlALS·REQUISITION RECORD

MANUFAC!1JRINC OVERHEAD'
Cost Pool
Category

Manufacturinl!

TOlal

'lhe Robinson Company uses a single manufacturing-overhead cost pool. The use of multiple overhead
(Osl pools would mean multiple entries in the "Manufacturing Overhead" section of the job-cost record.

The Role of Technology
Toimprove the effidency of their operations, managers use product-costing information
10 control materials, labor, and overhead costs. Modern information technology provides
managerswith quick and accurate product-cost information that makes it easier to man-
ageand control jobs.

Consider, for example, direct materials charged to jobs for product-costing purposes .
.\lanagers control these costs well before the materials are used. Through technologies
suchas Electronic Data Interchange (EOI), companies like Robinson can order materials

Total

ImelVention and facilitate greater accuracy in the records of materials and labor time used
on jobs.

TOlal
ItYrAL lOB COST

DlREcr MANUf.AcruRINC U\BOR
Period Labor Time

Covered Record No.
reb.3-9 2003 LT232
Feb.3-9 2003 IT 247

DIRECt' MATERIALS

Date
Received

Feb. 3 2003
Feb. 3 20m

lOB NO:
Dat~
Started:

EXHIBIT

PANEL A:
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from their suppliers by clicking a few keys on a computer keyboard. EDI, an electronic
computer link between a company and its suppliers, ensures that the order is transmitted
quickly and accurately with minimum paper \.vork and costs. A bar code scanner records
the receipt of incoming materials. The computer matches the receipt with the order, prints
out a check to the supplier, and records the material received. When an operator on the
production floor transmits a request for materials via a computer terminal, the computer
prepares a materials-requisition record, instantly recording the issue of materials in the
materials and job-cost records. Each day, the computer sums the materials-requisition
records charged to a particular job or manufacturing department. A performance repon is
then prepared comparing budgeted costs versus actual costs of direct materials. Direci
materials usage might be reported hourly- if there is an economic payoff for such fre·
quent reporting.

Similarly, information about manufacturing labor is obtained as employees log into
computer terminals and punch in the job numbers, their employee numbers, and stan
and end times of their work on different jobs. The computer automatically prints the
labor-time record and, using hourly rates stored for each employee, calculates the

Source: Colorscope. Inc., Harvard Business School Case Number 9-197-040.

Pricing and Efficiency Gains from Job Costing
at Colorscope
Colorscope, Inc., is a special-effects photography laboratory that
designs printed advertisements for companies such as Saatchi &
Saatchi, J. Walter Thompson, Walt Disney, and R. H. Macy.
Competitive pressures and thin profit margins make understanding
costs critical in pricing decisions. Each job must be estimated individ-
ually because the unique end products demand different amounts of
Colorscope's resources.

Previously, Colorscope charged the same price for all its jobs.
That's because, regardless of the end result, every customer job goes
through five stages-job preparation, scanning, assembly, film
developing, and quality control. In the job preparation stage, the tem-
plate of the job is created by physically cutting and pasting text,
graphics, and photographs and by specifying the layout, font, color,
and shading. The job template is then scanned into a computer,
where the job is assembled using archives of scanned images adjusted for color and shades. The
assembled job is then transferred and developed on a large sheet of four-color film. Quality con-
trol ensures that the job fully satisfies the customer's specifications. If not, or if the customer's
requirements have changed, quality control initiates rework.

Andrew Cha, Colorscope's founder and chief executive, observed large differences in the
amount of image-scanning and processing activity required by different jobs, as well as varying
amounts of rework across jobs. Although the jobs used different amounts of resources, the same
price (roughly) was charged for all jobs-so Colorscope lost money on certain jobs. Cha con-
cluded that a job-costing system measuring costs based on the labor-hours spent at each opera-
tion would give him better information about costs incurred on various jobs. Colorscope's job-
costing system now traces direct materials to jobs and allocates all other costs (wages, rent,
depreciation, and so ani to jobs using an overhead rate per labor-hour for each operation.

Besides better tracing of costs to specific jobs, Colorscope's new job-costing system has pro-
vided the additional benefit of improving efficiency through process changes. For example, the
job-costing system highlighted the significant resources Colorscope had been spending on
rework. Colorscope's management discovered that most rework was caused by faulty scanning.
These defects were not detected until the job was completed, by which time significant additional
resources had also been incurred on the job. Colorscope implemented process changes to
reduce faulty scanning and to test for quality immediately after the scanning stage. Thus,
Colorscope's job-costing system improves its profitability by pricing jobs better and by increasing
efficiency and quality.

-CONCEPTS IN ACTION .-"

CHAPTER 4
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Budget

$1,120,000
28,000

Total manufacturing overhead costs
Total direct manufacturing labor-hours

Budgeted tolal costs in indirect-cost pool
l3udgeted indirect-cost rate = --~----------~--Budgeted total quantity of cosl-allocation base

$1,t20,000
28,000 direct manufacturing labor-hours

::::$40 per direct manufacturing laboF-hour

Steps 1 and 2 are exactly as before: Step I identifies WPP 298 as the cost a
Step 2 calculates actual direct material costs of $4,606, and actual direct manufact
labor costs of $1,579. Recall from Step 3 that Robinson uses a single cost-alloc
base, direct manufacturing labor-hours, to allocate all manufacturing overhead cc
jobs. The budgeted quantity of direct manufacturing labor-hours for 2003 is 2
hours. In Step 4, Robinson groups all the indirect manufacturing costs into a
manufacturing overhead cost pool. In Step 5, the budgeted indirect-cost rate for

is calculated as:

In Step 6, under a normal-costing system, indirect costs allocated to the WPP ;
are calculated as the acwal quantity of direct manufacturing labor-hours used on
times the budgeted indirect-cost rate, $40 per direct manufacturing labor-hour x 8
manufacturing labor-hours = $3,520. In Step 7, the cost of the job under normal-

is $9,705, calculated as

The difficulty of calculating actual indirect-cost rates on a weekly or monthly basis meal'
managers cannot calculate the actual costs of jobs as they are completed. Ilowever, mar
agers want a close approximation of the manufacturing costs of various jobs regularly du
ing the year, not just at the end of the year. Managers want manufacturing costs (and oth
costs, sucl1 as marketing costs) for ongoing uses, including pricing jobs, managing COSI

and preparing interim financial statements. Because of these benefits of immediate acce
to job costs, few companies wait until the actual manufacturing overhead is finally kno\'
(at year-end) before allocating overhead costs to compute job costs. Instead,
predetermined or budgeted indirect-cost rate is calculated for each cost pool at the begi
ning of a fiscal year, and overhead costs are allocated to jobs as work progresses. For t
numerator and denominator reasons already described, the budgeted indirect-cost r:
is computed for each cost pool by dividing the budgeted anmwl indirect cost by the bl
geted annual quantify of the cost-allocation base. Using budgeted indirect-cost rates gi

rise to nonnal costing.Normal costing is a costing method that traces direct costs to a cost object by us
the actual direct-cost rates times the actual quantity of the direct-cost inputS, and a
cates indirect costs based on the budgeted indirect-cost rates times the actual quan
of the cost-allocation bases. Both actual costing and normal costing trace direct cost
jobs in the same way. The actual quantities and actual rates of direct materials,
direct manufacturing labor used on a job are kno\vn from the source documents as
work is done_ The only difference between actual costing and normal costing is
actual costing uses actual indirect-cost rates, whereas normal costing uses budg
indirect-cost rates to cost jobs. Exhibit 4-4 distinguishes between actual costing

normal costing.We illustrate normal costing for the Robinson Company example using the seven·
procedure. The following budgeted data for 2003 are for the manufacturing ope ratio I

Robinson Company:

NORMAL COSTING

fewest workdays in a month, would bear a greater share of indirect costs (such as depreci-
ation and property taxes) than jobs in other months. Many managers believe such results
to be an unrepresentative and unreasonable way to assign indirect costs La jobs
An annual period reduces the effect that the number of working days per month has or

unit costs.
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control. These transactions track stages (a) through (d) from the purchase of materials
and other manufacturing inputs, to conversion to work-in-process and finished goods, to
the eventual sale of finished goods:

This graphic, which shows the
physical flaw of product through
a manufacturing process, clari-
fies the economic transactions
occurring. To more easily under-
stand the first eight journal
entries that follow, link the dis-
cussion of each entry to the
graphic.

(al

Purchasesof
Malerials and

Other
Manufacturing

Inputs

(b)

Conversion
inlO

Work-in-Process
Inventory

(e)

Conversion
into

Finished Goods
Inventory

(d)

Sale of
rinished
Goods

EXHIBIT 4-5

'Iransaetion: Purchases of materials (direct and indirect) on credit, $89,000.
Analysis: The asset Materials Control is increased (debited) by $89,000, and the liability
Accounts Payable Control is increased (credited) by $89,000. Hath accounlS have the
word Control in their title in the general ledger because they have detailed records in ille
subsidiaI)' ledger. The subsidiaI)' records for materials at Robinson Company-called
Mllterials Records-maintain a continuous record of additions to, and deductions from,
inventol)'. At a minimum, these records would contain information about quantity
received, quantity issued to jobs, and balance (see Panel B of Exhibit 4-5). There is a

Manufacturing Job-Costing System Using Normal Costing: Diagram of Ledger Relationships
for February 2003

PANEL A: GENERAL LEDGER

1. Purchaseof
materials, $89,000

2. Usage of direct
materials, $81,000,
and indirect
materials, $4,000

3. Incurrence of
liability for direct
manufacturing labor,
$39,000, and indirect
manufacturing labor,
$15,000

4. Paymenl of wages,
$54,000

5. Incurrence of other
Manufacturing
Dept. overhead,
$75,000

6. Allocalion of
manufacturing
overhead, $80.000

7. Complelion and
transfer to finished
goods, $ 188,800

8. Cost of goods sold,
$180,000

9. InClirrence of
marketing,
advenising,
administralion, and
cuslomer·service
costs, $60,000

10. Sales, $270,000

MATERIALS CONTROl.
I. 89,000 12. 85,000

\jANUFACfURING DEPT.
OVERIIEAD CONTROL
2. 4,000
3. 15,000
5. 75000

WAGES PAYABLE Bal. 94,000
CONTROL

4. 54,000 13. 54,000

WORK-IN-PROCESS
CONTIlOL

) 2. 81.000 7.188,800
3. 39,000
6. 80000

Sa!. 11,200

CASII COl"rROL
14. 54,000

F1!':ISHLD GOODS
CONTROl.

) 7. 188800 .180,000

Bal. 8,800
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLL
CONTROL

I. 89,000
5. 11.000
9. 10,000

ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION

CONTROL
15. t8,000

MANLIFACIURING
OVERIIEAD ALLOCATED

16. 80,000

SALARIES PAYABLE
COl"I"ROL

15. 44,000
9. 50,000

PREPAID INSURANCE
COl"rROL

15. 2,000

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
CONTROL

10.270,000 I

IlEVENUES
110.270,000

COST OF GOODS SOLD
8. 180,0001

MARKlTING AND
ADvUmSING COSTS
9. 45,0001

CUSTOMER-SERVICE
COSTS

9. 15,0001



EXHIBIT 4-5 (continuedl

PANELB: SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS

lvjATERIAI.5 RECORDS BY lYPE OF MATERIAlS \'\'ORK-IN-PROCESS RECORDS BY lOBS

Metal Brackets Par1 No. ME 4GB-A Job No. WPP 298
Balance

Total
Date Cost

Completed

Total
Date Cost

•
$9.705 2-28 $9,705 2-28 $0

(7)

i
Completed

job-cost
record

Total
Cost

$ 111
$ 450$ 450

In-Process.,-_--c- _
Direct Allocated

Manur. Manur.
Labor Overhead

Direct
Materials
$ 111

Copies of Copies of Budgeted
materials- labor rate x
requisition time actual direct

records records manur.
labor-hours•.......------1

Date
2-3
2-9

1-28 $4,606 $1,579 $3,510

(2) (3) (6)

i i i

Balance

1

Issued

Copies of materials-
requisition records

Req.
Date ~ 2!L Rate An11.-- --
n 2003: S $14 $112

198
(2)

Copies of
invoices or
receiving
reports

Received
(1)

TOlal cost of all
lyp~~of materials

received in
rCbrnal)', $89.000

Total cost of all
types of materials

issued in
rebruary, 585,000

Total cost Total cost TOlal
of direct of direct manur.
materials manur. overhead
issued to labor alloc.1.ted to
all jobs used on all jobs
in feb., all jobs in Feb.,
$81,000 in Feb., $80,000

$39,000

Total cost of all jobs
completed and

transferred to finished
goods in Feb., $188.800

FinishedGoods Records
by Job

Labor Records
by Employee

Manufacturing Dept.
Overhead Records by Month

lob No. \'\'PP 298

Received Issued Balance G. L. Cook Empl. No. 551-87-3076

Copies of
labor-time record

Ins.

February 2003
$upelVn.

&
~ Utilities Deprn.
(5) (5) (5) (5)
", ~ ~ ,"

" \ I ~~
..•• \ I ~
',\ I~~.••.

PaYTollanalysis
invoices. special
authorizations

i
Indir.

Manur.
Labor

(3)

Manur.
labor-time
record or
payroll
analysis

Copies of
materials

requisitions-----

Indir.
Matr.
Issued----r;)

$450
216
54

$720

Arne

25 $18
12 18
3 18

(3)

i

Hours
Worked Rate

2-16

\".leek
~. lob No.

2-9 ,"VPP
298

Jt. 256
l"lntnce .

AmL
$0

Completed Cosled sales
job-cosl invoice
r{'cord

DatI" Arne Date AmL Date--- -- ---
2-28 $9,705 2-28 $9,705 2-28

(7) (8)

rotal cost
oral] jobs
transferred
10 finished

goods in h~b.,
$188,800

Talal cost
orall jobs
sold and
invoiced
in reb ..

$180,000

Total cost of all direcl and indirect
manufacturing labor incurred

in February, $54,000 ($39,000 + S15.000)

Other ma~ufacturing
overhead costs incurred

in February, $75,000

JOB COSTING
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89,000

89,000

separate materials record for each type of material in the subsidiary ledger. For example,
the subsidiary records contain details of the Metal Brackets (Part No. MB 4G8-A) issued
for the Western Pulp machine job. The following journal entry aggregates all the
February 2003 entries made for purchases in the materials subsidiary ledger:

Jownal Entry: Materials Control

ACCOLIllts Payable Control

Accounts Payable Control

I (]) 89,000

Post to Gel/eml Ledger:

Materials Control
(]) 89,000 I

Materials Control includes all material purchases, whether the items are classified as
direct or indirect costsof products.

2 1rallsaction: Materials sent to the manufacturing plant floor: direct materials, $81,000,
and indirectmalerials, $4,000.

Analysis: The asset Work-in-Process Control account is increased (debited) by
$81,000, and Manufacturing Overhead Control account is increased (debited) by
$4,000. The asset Materials Control is decreased (credited) by $85,000. The idea is
that costs incurred on the work in process 'attach' 10 Ihe work in process, thereby
making the work in process a more valuable asset. Responsibility is fIXed by using
//laterials-requisition records as a basis for charging departments for the materials issued
to them. Requisitions posted in the Materials Records of the subsidiary ledger are
accumulated and posted monthly to the general ledger.

As direct materials are used, they are charged to individual job records, whidl are
the subsidiary ledger accounts for the Work-in-Process Control aCcount in the general
ledger account. For example, the metal brackets used in the Western Pulp machine
job appear as direct materials costs of$112 in the subsidiary ledger under the job-cost
record for WPP 298. The cost of direct materials used across all job-cost records for
February 2003 is $8] ,000.

Indirect materials (for example, lubricants) are charged to the Manufacturing
Department's overhead-cost records, which comprise the subsidiary ledger for
Manufacturing Overhead Control. Indirect materials are not added to Work-in-
Process Control. Instead, they are added to the Manufacturing Overhead Control
account, which acculllulates the acuU/1 costs in all the individual overhead categories.
The cost of these indirect malerials is allocated to individual jobs as a part of manu.
facturing overhead (transaction G below). Each indirect-cost pool in a job-costing sys.
tern has its Own account in the general ledger. Robinson has only one indirect-caSl
pool- Manufacturing Overhead.

•

Journal Entry: Work-in-Process Control

Manufacluring Overhead Control
Materi<l!S Control

I'osl to Gel/eml Ledger:

Materials Control

(]) 89,000 I 0 85,000

Manufacturing Overhead Control

o 4,000 I

81,000
4,000

85,000

Work-in-Process Control

o 81,000 I
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3 11<w,act;on:lbtal manufacturing payroll for February: direct, $39,000; indirect, $15,000.

Analysis: The asset Work-in-Process Control is increased (debited) by the direct manufac-
turing labor amount of $39,000, and Manufacturing Overhead Control is increased
(debited) by the $15,000 of indirect manufacturing labor. The liability Wages Payable
Control is increased (credited) by 554,000. Direct manufacturing labor costs increase
Work-in-Process Control because these costs increase the cost of the work-in-process
asset. Direa manufacturing labor helps to transform one asset-direct materials-into
another asset-\vork in process-and eventually into finished goods. Labor-time
records are used to trace direct manufacturing labor to Work-in-Process Control (Se1



Panel B of Exhibit 4-5) and to accumulate the indirect manufacturing labor in
Manufacturing Overhead Control. The subsidiary ledger for employee labor records'
shows the $750 of wages owed to C. L. Cook, Employee No. 551-87-3076, for the week
ending February 9. The sum of total wages owed to all employees for February 2003 is
$54,000. The job-cost record for WPP 298 shows direct manufacturing labor costs of
$450 for the time Cook spent on the Western Pulp machine job. Total direct manufactur-
ing labor costs recorded on all job-cost records (the subsidiary ledger for Work-in-Process
Control) for February 2003 is $39,000. The total indirect manufacturing labor costs of
$15,000 for Febmary 2003 is, by definition, not traced to an individual job. It is instead
allocated to individual jobs as a part of manufacturing overhead (transaction 6 below).

Journal Entry: Work-in-Process Control
Manufacturing Overhead Control

Wages [)ayable Control

39,000
t5,000

54,000

Post to General Ledger:

Wages Payable Control

I G) 54,000

ManufacturingOverhead Control

m 4,000 I
® 15,000

Work~in-Process Control

CD 8t,000 I
G) 39,000

4. Transaction: Payment of total manufacturing payroll for February, $54,000. (For simplic-
ity,payroll withholdings from employees are ignored in this example.)

Analysis: The liability Wages Payable Control is decreased (debited) by $54,000, and the
assetCash Control is decreased (credited) by $54,000.

Journal Entry: Wages Payable Comro]
Cash Control

54,000
54,000

Postw General Ledger:

Wages Payable Control

54,000 I G) 54,000

Cash Control

® 54,000

Forconvenience here, wages payable for the month is assumed to be completely paid at
month's end.

5. Transaction: Additional manufacturing overhead costs incurred during February,
$75,000. These costs consist of engineering and supervisory salaries, $44,000; plant
utilities and repairs, $] 1,000; plant depreciation, $18,000; and plant insurance,
$2,000.

Analysis: The indirect-cost accounl, Manufacturing Overhead Control, is increased
(debited) by $75,000. The liability, Salaries Payable Control, is increased (credited)
by $44,000; the liability, Accounts Payable Control, is increased (credited) by
$11,000; the asset Equipment Control is deaeased (credited) by means of a related
contra asset account Accumulated Depreciation Control by $18,000; and the asset
Prepaid Insurance Control is decreased (credited) by $2,000. The detail of each of
these costs is entered in the appropriate columns of the individual manufacturing
overhead cost records that make up the subsidiary ledger for Manufacturing
Overhead Control (see Exhibit 4-5, Panel B). The source documents for these distrib-
utions include invoices (for example, a utility bill) and special schedules (for exam-
ple, a depreciation schedule) from the responsible accounting officer.

Items such as utilities, deprecia-
tion, and insurance are debited
to Manufacturing Overhead
Control only if they are related to
producing the products; these
costs are inventoriable costs
(assets) until the products are
sold. In contrast, utilities for a
sales office or depreciation on
executives' automobiles are not
part of manufacturing overhead;
these costs are period costs.

Journal Entry: Manufacturing Overhead Control
Salaries Payable Control
Accounts Payable Control
Accumulated Depreciation Control
Prepafd Insurance Control

75,000
44,000
11,000
18,000
2,000 JOB COSTING
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6. Transaction: Allocation of manufacturing overhead to jobs, $80,000.

Analysis: The asset Work-in-Process Control is increased (debited) by $80,000.
Manufacturing Overhead Control is, in effect, decreased (credited) by $80,000 via its
contra account, Manufacturing Overhead Allocated. Manufacturing overhead allo-
cated (also called manufacturing overhead applied) is the amount of indirect man-
ufacturing costs allocated to individual jobs based on the budgeted rate multiplied by
actual quantity used of the allocation base. Manufacturing overhead allocated com-
prises all manufacturing costs that are assigned to a product (or service) using a cost-
allocation base, because these costs cannot be traced specifically to it in an economi-
cally feasible way. Under Robinson's normal-costing system, the budgeted
manufacturing overhead rate for 2003 is $40 per direct manufacturing labor-hour.
The job-cost record for each individual job in the subsidiary ledger will include a
debit item for manufacturing overhead allocated for the actual direct manufacturing
labor-hours used on that job. For example, the job-cost record for Job WPP 298 shows
Manufacturing Overhead Allocated of $3,520 (budgeted rate of $40 per labor-hour X

88 actual direct manufacturing labor-hours used). We assume 2,000 actual direct
manufacturing labor-hours were used for all jobs in February 2003, resulting in a
total manufacturing overhead allocation of $40 per labor-hour x 2,000 direct manu-
facturing labor-hours = $80,000.

Accumulated Depreciation Control

I ® 18,000

Salaries Payable Control

I ® 44,000

Prepaid Insurance Control

I ® 2,000

Manufacturing Overhead Control

o 4,000
G) ]5,000
® 75,000

89,000
11,000

Post to General Ledger:

Accounts Payable Control

I
CD
®

Jot/mal Entry: Work-in-Process Control

Manufacturing Overhead Allocated
80,000

80,000

Post to General Ledger:

80,000

Manufacturing Overhead Allocated

)® Work-in-Process Control

o 81.000
G) 39,000
® 80,000

Actual manufacturing overhead
(MOH) is debited to MOH
Control as incurred; the total
actual MOH is not known until
the end of the period. Allocated
MOH is the budgeted MOH rate
(known at the beginning of the
period) times the actual quan-
tity of the MOH allocation base
recorded upon completion
of jobs lor the end of the
period)-when usage of the
allocation base is known.

CHAPTER 4
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Keep in mind the distinct difference between transactions 5 and G. In transaction 5,
actual overhead costs incurred throughout the month are added (debited) to the
Manufacturing Overhead Control account and the subsidiary manufacturing over.
head records. These costs are not debited to Work-in-Process Control or the individ-
ual job-cost records. Manufacturing overhead costs are added (debited) to Work-
in-Process Control and individual job-cost records only when manufacturing overhead
costs are allocated in transaction 6. At the time those costs are allocated,
Manufacturing Overhead Control is, in effect, decreased (credited). Under the normal-
costing system described in our illustration, the budgeted indirect-cost rate of $40 per
direct manufacturing labor-hour is calculated at the beginning of the year on the basis
of predictions of annual manufacturing overhead costs and predictions of the annual
quantity of the cost-allocation base. Almost certainly, the actual amounts allocated
will differ from the predictions.

7, Transaction: Completion and transfer to finished goods of 12 individual jobs, $188,800.
Analysis: The asset Finished Goods Control is increased (debited) by $188,800, and
the asset Work-in-Process Control is decreased (credited) by $188,800 to recognize



270,000

270,000I@

270,000

Revenues

Accounts Heceivable Control
Revenues

Accounts Receivable Control

270,000 I

Post 10 General Ledger:

UMarketing and Advertising Costs
Salaries Payable Control in® 45,000 I

® 50,000
1'hCustomer-Service Costs

Accounts Payable Control
tUl® ]5,000 I

® 10,000

Journal Entry:

Post to General Ledger:

At this point, you should review aU10 entries in this illustration. Be sure to trace each journal
enlly, step iJy step, to accounts in the general ledger section in Panel A of Exhibit 4-5 (p. 108).

Nonmanufacturing Costs and Job Costing

Chapter 2 (pp. 45-46) pointed out that companies use product costs for different pur-
poses. The product costs reported as inventoriable costs to shareholders may differ from
product costs reponed to tax authorities and may also differ from product costs reponed
to managers for guiding pricing and product-mix decisions. We emphasize that, even
though as described previously, marketing and customer-service costs are expensed when
incurred for financial accounting purposes, companies often trace or allocate these costs
to individual jobs for pricing. product-mix, and cost-management decisions.

To identify marketing and Customer-service costs of individual jobs, Robinson can use
the same approach to job costing described earlier in this chapter in the context of manu-
facturing. Robinson can trace the direct-marketing and CUstomer-service costs to jobs.
Robinson can then calculate a budgeted indirect-cost rate by dividing budgeted indirect.
marketing cost plus Customer-service COstsby the budgeted quantity of the cost-allocation
base, say, revenues. Robinson can use this rate to allocate these indirect costs to jobs. For
example, if this rate were 15% of revenues, Robinson would allocate $2,250 to Job WPP
298 (0.15 x $]5,000, the revenue from the job). By assigning both manufacturing costs..
and non manufacturing costs to jobs, Robinson can compare all costs of the different jobs
against the revenues they generate.

10. Transaction: Sales revenues, all on credit, $270,000.

Analysis: The $270,000 represents total amounts due from Customers for sales made in
February 2003, including $]5,000 due from the sale ofWPp 298.

6 i'A~~~~7.tf;'<;~d.'oi:,' ;~;'i<

period underalloc8ted
or overalJocated indirect
costs using allernative
, methods

...to make indirect costs
allocated based on budgeted,,;
rates equal 10 actual indirect;~
costs incurred

BUDGETED INDIRECT COSTS
AND END-Of-PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS

Using budgeted indirect-cost rates and normal costing instead of actual costing has the
advantage that indirect costs can be assigned to individual jobs on an ongoing and timely
basis, rather than only at the end of the accounting period when actual costs are known.
However, budgeted rates are likely to be inaccurate because they are based on estimates
made up to ]2 months before actual costs are incurred. We now consider adjustments
that need to be made when, at year-end, indirect costs allocated differ from actual indireo
costs incurred. Recall that for the numerator and denominator reasons discussed earlier
(pp. 105-106), we do not expect actual overhead costs incurred each month to equal over.
head costs allocated each month.

Underallocated indirect costs OCCurwhen the allocated amount of indirect costs in
an accounting period is less than the actual (incurred) amount. Overallocated indirect
costs OCcurwhen the allocated amount of indirect costs in an accounting period is greater
than the actual (incurred) amount.

CHAPTER 4
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adjustment under normal costing for each job in the subsidiary ledgers ensures that all
$1,215,000 of manufacturing overhead is allocated to jobs.

The adjusted allocation-rate approach yields the benefits of both the timeliness and
convenience of normal costing dIning the year and the accuracy of actual costing althe end of the
year. Each individual job-cost record and the end-of-year account balances for inventories
and cost of goods sold are adjusted to actual costs. After-the-fact analysis of actual prof-
itability of individual jobs provides managers with accurate and useful insights for future
decisions about job pricing, which jobs to emphasize, and ways to manage costs.

Proration Approach

Proration spreads underallocated overhead or overallocated overhead "mong ending
work in process, finished goods and cost of goods sold. M"terials inventories are not ,,110-
caled manufacturing overhead costs, so they are not included in this proration. In our
Robinson example, end-of-period proration is made to the ending balances in Work-
in-Process Control, Finished Goods Control, and Cost of Goods Sold. Assume the follow-
ing actual results for Robinson Company in 2003:

MOH Allocatedis $135,000 less
than MOH Control.Thatis, MOH
Allocated is underallDcated-
its balance is smaller than
the balance of MOH Con-
trol. This understated MOH
Allocated flowed into Work~
in-Process Control, which in
turn flowed into Finished Goods
Control and Cost of Goods Sold.
Because all three of these
accounts are understated, they
would be increased under the
proration approach. Work in process

Finishedgoods
Cost of goods sold

Account Balance
(Before Proration)

$ 50,000
75,000

2,375,000
$2,500,000

Manufacturing Overhead
Allocated Included in
the Account Balance

(Before Proration)

$ 16,200
31,320

1,032,480
$1,OBO,OOO

Account
Balance
(After,

Proration I
(4) = {11 + (3)

Proration of $135,000
Underallocated Manufacturing

Overhead
(3)

Account
Balance
(Before

Proration)
111Account

How should Robinson prorate the underallocated $135,000 of manufacturing overhe"d
at the end of 2003?

Robinson should prorate underollocated or overallocated amounts on the basis of the
total amount of manufacturing overhead allocated (before proration) in the ending balances
of Work- in-Process Control, Finished Goods Control, and Cost of Goods Sold. The $135,000
underallocated overhead is prorated over the three affected accounts in proportion to their
total amount of manufacturing overhead allocated (before proration) in column 2 of the fol-
lowing table, resulting in the ending balances (after proration) in column 4 at actual costs.

Manufacturing
Overhead

Included in the
Account Balance

in Column(11
121

Work in process
Finishedgoods
Cost of goods sold

$ 50,000
75,000

2,375,000
$2,500,000

S 16,200
31,320

1,032,480
$I,OBO,OOO

(1.5%1
{2.9%1

(95.6%)
100.0%

0.015xSI35,000=$ 2,025
0.029 x 135,000 = 3,915
0.956 x 135,000 = 129,060

S135,000

$ 52,025
7B,915

2,504,060
S2,635,000

Recall that the actual manufacturing overhead ($1,215,000) exceeds the manufactur-
ing overhead allocated ($1,080,000) by 12.5%. The proration amounts in column 3 can
also be derived by multiplying the balances in column 2 by 0.125. For example, the
$3,915 proration to Finished Goods is 0.125 x $31,320. The journal entry to record this
proration is

''''ork-in-Process Control
Finished Goods Control
Cost of Coods Sold
Manufacturing Overhead Allocated

Manufacturing Overhead Control

2,025
3,9]5

129,060
t,080,000

t,2]5,000
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If manufacturing overhead had been overallocated, the \t\fork~in-Process, Finished Goods,
and Cost of Goods Sold accounts would be decreased (credited) instead of increased
(debited).



overhead is small-in comparison to total operating income or some other measure of of
materiality- the write-off to Cost of Goods Sold approach yields a good approximation cos
to more accurate, but more complex, approaches. Modern companies are also becoming ma
increasingly conscious of inventory contro\. Thus, quantities of inventories are lower than ind
they were in earlier years, and Cost of Goods Sold tends to be higher in relation to the dol-
lar amount of \vork-in-process and finished goods inventories. Also, the inventory bal- em
ances of job-costing companies are usually small because goods are often made in thi~
response to customer orders. Consequently, as is true in our Robinson example, writing bu(
off underallocated or overallocated overhead instead of prorating it is unlikely to cause tot;::
significant distortions in financial statements. For all these reasons, the cost-benefit test
would favor the simplest approach - write-off to Cost of Goods Sold - because the more
complex attempts at accuracy represented by the other two approaches do not appear to
provide sufficient additional useful information.

MULTIPLE OVERHEAD COST POOLS alia

The Robinson Company illustration assumed that a single manufacturing overhead cost
pool with direct manufacturing labor-hours as the cost-allocation base was appropriate
for allocating indirect manufacturing costs to jobs. Robinson could have used multiple
cost-allocation bases, say, direct manufacturing labor-hours and machine-hours, to alia·
cate indirect costs to jobs. But Robinson would do something like that only if its man·
agers believed that the benefits of the information generated by adding one or more pools
(more accurate costing and pricing of jobs and better ability to manage costs) exceeded
the costs of a costing system \vith two or more cost pools. (\'Ve discuss these issues in

Chapter 5.)
To implement a normal-costing system with (\ova overhead cost pools, Robinson

would determine, say, the budgeted total direct manufacturing labor-hours and the bud·
geted total machine-hours for 2003, and identifY the associated budgeted indirect total
costs for each cost pool. It would then calculate two budgeted indirect-cost rates, one
based on direct manufacturing labor-hours and the other on machine-hours. Indirect
costs would be allocated to jobs using these budgeted indirect-cost rates and the actual
direct manufacturing labor-hours and actual machine-hours used by various jobs. The
general ledger would contain Manufacturing Overhead Control and Manufacturing
Overhead Allocated amounts for each cost pool. End-of-period adjustments for underal·
located or overallocated indirect costs would then be made separately for each cost pool.

,VARIATIONS FROM NORMAL COSTING:
A SERVICE-SECTOR EXAMPLE
Job-costing is very useful in service industries such as accounting and consulting firms,
advertising agencies, auto repair shops, and hospitals. In an accounting firm, each audit is
a job. The costs of each audit are accumulated on a job-cost record, much like the docu-
ment used by Robinson Company, following the seven-step approach described earlier
On the basis of labor-time records, direct labor costs of the professional staff-audit part·
ners, audit managers, and audit staff-are traced to individual jobs. Other direct costs
such as travel, out-of-town meals and lodging, phone, fax, and copying are also traced to
jobs. The costs of secretarial support, office staff, rent, and depreciation of furniture and
equipment are indirect costs because these costs cannot be traced to jobs in an economi·
cally feasible way. Indirect costs are allocated to jobs, for example, using a cost-allocation
base such as professional labor-hours.

In some service, merchandising, and manufacturing organizations, a variation from
normal costing is helpful because actual direct-labor costs-the largest component 0'

total costs-are difficult to trace to jobs as they are completed. For example, in our audi,
illustration, the actual direct-labor costs may include bonuses that become known only 'I
the end of the year (a numerator reason). Also, the hours worked each period might va~
significantly depending on the number of working days each month and the demand
from clients (a denominator reason). Because of situations like these,.J' company needifl!
timely information during the progress of an audit (and not wanting to wait until the ent
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7 IApply va~i'ationsfrom
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costing systems that use
* budgeted dIrect-cost rates
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ofthe year) will use budgeted rates for some direct costs and budgeted rates for indirect
costs.All budgeted rates are calculated at the start of the budget year. In contrast, nor-
mal costing uses actual cost rates for all direct costs and budgeted cost rates only for

indirect costs.
The mechanics of using budgeted rates for direct costs are similar to the methods

employed when using budgeted rates for indirect costs in normal costing. We illustrate
this for Lindsay and Associates, a public accounting firm. At the start of 2003, Lindsay
budgets total direct-labor costs of $]4,400,000, total indirect costs of $12,960,000, and
lOtaldirect (professional) labor-hours of 288,000 for the year. In this case,

d d d
· I Budgeted 101<11direct-labor costs

Bu gete HeCI- <lborcost ralc := ---"---------Budgeted total direct labor-hours
____ S_14~,_40_a~,_oo_O $5 d' I b h:::: a per trect a or· our

288,000 direct labor- hours

Assuming only one indirect-cost pool and total direct-labor costs as the cost-

allocation base,
Budgeted total costs in indirect-cost pool

Budgeted indirect-cos{ rate:::: -----~~---------~------Budgeted total quantity of cost-allocation base (direct-labor costs)

512,960,000 fd' I b= _~~ __ ::::O.90,or 90% 0 lrecl- a or costs
$14.400,000

Suppose an audit of Tracy Transport, a client of Lindsay, completed in March 2003,
uses 800 direct labor-hours. Lindsay calculates the direct-labor costs of the Tracy
Transport audit by multiplying Ihe budgeted direct-labor cost rate, $50 per direct labor-
hour by 800, the actual quantity of direct labor-hours. It allocates indirect costs to the
TracyTransport audit by multiplying the budgeted indirect-cost rate (90%) by the direct-
labor costs of the Tracy Transport job ($40,000). Assuming no other direct costs for travel
and the like, the cost of the Tracy Transport audit is:

Direct-labor costs, $50 X 800
Indirect costs allocated, 90% x $40,000
Total

$40,000
36,000

$76,000

Continued

,

At the end of the year, the direct costs traced to jobs using budgeted rates will gener-
ally not equal the actual direct costs because the actual rate and the budgeted rate are
developed at different times using different information. End-of-period adjustments for
underallocated or overallocated direct costs would need to be made in the same way that
adiustments are made for underallocated or overallocated indirect costs.

The Lindsay and Associates example illustrates that all costing systems do not exactly
match either the actual-costing system or the normal-costing system described earlier in
the chapter. As another example, engineering consulting firms often have some actual
direct costs (cost of making blueprints or fees paid to outside experts), other direct costs
traced to jobs using a budgeted rate (professional labor costs), and indirect costs allocated
to jobs using a budgeted rate (engineering and office-support costs).

PROBLEM FOR SelF-STUDY ,,
, ~..

Youare asked to bring the follm,,'ing incomplete accounts of Endeavor Priming, Inc., up to date
through January 31. 2004. Consider the data that appear in theT-accounts as well as the following

information in items (a) through (i).
Endeavor's normal-costing system has twO direct-cost categories (direct material costs and

directmanufacturing labor costs) and one indirect-cost pool (manufacturing overhead costs, which

are allocated using 11.i.~f~trT),ilnllfad.uQng_!ab~~S9~~· JOB COSTING

"
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